Interdomain signalling in the blue-light sensing and GTP-binding protein YtvA: a mutagenesis study uncovering the importance of specific protein sites.
YtvA from Bacillus subtilis is a blue-light responsive, flavin-binding photoreceptor, built of a light-sensing LOV domain (aa 25-126) and an NTP (nucleoside triphosphate)-binding STAS domain (aa 147-261). The STAS domain is supposed to be the effector part of the protein or a secondary switch. Both domains are connected by a linker polypeptide. The active form of YtvA is generated upon light excitation, causing the formation of a covalent bond between a cysteine residue (Cys62) in the LOV domain and the position 4a of the flavin chromophore. This photoadduct formation within the LOV domain results in a conformational change of the NTP-binding cavity, evidencing intra-protein signal transmission. We have previously shown that Glu105, localized on the beta-scaffold of the LOV-core, is involved in this process. Here, we extend this work by the identification of further residues that upon mutation supress or strongly impair signal transmission by interfering with the communication between the two domains. These comprise L106 and D109 on the LOV domain; K130 and K134 on the linker region; D193, L194 and G196 within the DLSG GTP-binding motif (switch region) and N201 on the STAS domain. Furthermore in the mutated S195A and D193A proteins, GTP affinity is diminished. Other mutations investigated have little or no effect on signal transmission and GTP-binding affinity: R63K that was found to accelerate the thermal recovery of the parent state ca. ten-fold; K128A, Q129A and Y132A within the linker region, and S183A and S212A on the STAS domain. The results show a key role of the LOV domain beta-scaffold and of positively charged residues within the linker for intra-protein signal transmission. Furthermore they evidence the conformational switch function of a structurally conserved strand-loop-helix region (bearing the DLSG GTP-binding motif and N201) within the STAS domain that constitutes a novel GTP-binding fold.